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Chapter 2467 The Sword Spirit Zelda 

“Your Dragonslayer Sword is here. She’s the sword,” Sworder declared, 
pointing at the young lady. 

Kai stared at the young lady in shock, not expecting his Dragonslayer Sword 
to turn into a young lady. 

The young lady stepped forward. With a courteous bow, she addressed Kai. 
“Master, I am Zelda, the sword spirit. Under Sworder’s guidance, I have 
gained the ability to manifest a human form, separate from the confines of the 
sword.” 

Zelda twirled in a graceful motion before transforming back into the 
Dragonslayer Sword, landing securely in Kai’s palm. 

As he held the sword, he could feel a surge of heightened power and an 
intensified aura within it. 

Kai sensed a deepened telepathic connection with the Dragonslayer Sword, 
his intentions and desires effortlessly manifesting through the weapon. 

“Young man, it appears that you have accumulated an excess of sword 
energy within your body, a resource that is being wasted. Allow me to bestow 
upon you a sword intent, which will serve as a safeguard during perilous 
moments. Gather all the accumulated sword energy and channel it into the 
Dragonslayer Sword. By doing so, Zelda’s power will be greatly enhanced, 
and she will become an invaluable ally,” Sworder told Kai. 

Hearing that, Kai immediately channeled the sword energy he had previously 
absorbed from the sword-cleansing lake toward Dragonslayer Sword. 

As Dragonslayer Sword absorbed the large influx of sword energy, Sworder 
held his hands together, shooting a golden glow into its body. 

Shortly after, Kai exhausted the sword energy in his body, and Sworder also 
stopped his action. The latter looked visibly drained. 

Right then, Dragonslayer Sword began to tremble in Kai’s hand, and Zelda 
soon appeared before Kai. 



Zelda’s cheeks had taken on a rosy hue, and her skin was more delicate than 
before. Furthermore, an enchanting golden sword tattoo adorned her 
forehead, enhancing her innate charm. 

Kai was momentarily dazed when his gaze landed on Zelda. 

Seeing his reaction, Sworder warned, “Within Zelda resides a protective 
sword intent. It is crucial to remember that this intent should only be employed 
in times of imminent danger. Misusing it under safer circumstances may lead 
to a backlash that could potentially harm you.” 

Kai nodded, excitement flaring in his gaze as he realized he now possessed 
an additional lifeline through the sword intent. 

Right then, Flaxseed asked, “Sworder, given that Zelda, the sword spirit, has 
taken the form of a stunning woman, can she perform tasks similar to what 
other women are capable of other than helping in fights?” 

Flaxseed’s question was quite cryptic, but everyone knew what he was 
referring to. 

A flush crept up Zelda’s cheeks as she hung her head low in embarrassment. 

Sworder flashed a smile and responded, “Indeed, now that Zelda has left the 
sword and taken on a human form, she possesses all the qualities of a real 
woman. She is capable of performing any task that a woman can. So, if you 
ever feel lonely at night, you can ask Zelda to keep you company.” 

Kai’s cheeks turned red in embarrassment as he lowered his gaze. “Sworder, 
stop joking.” 

Flaxseed seemed jealous. “Kai, you’re really lucky to be surrounded by 
gorgeous ladies. Now you even have a pretty sword spirit who can sleep with 
you. Oh, I’m so jealous!” 

Hammerhead burst into laughter. “Beauties love heroes. Kai might be young, 
but he’s exceptionally strong. It’s normal for him to be surrounded by pretty 
women.” 

Upon parting ways with Sworder and leaving the sword-cleansing lake behind, 
Kai intended to utilize the Divine Bow to open a pathway bridging the Ethereal 



Realm and the mundane world, allowing his return. However, before he could 
set his plan into motion, Hammerhead stopped him. 

“Kai, you gave me the smithing fragment, so I must repay your favor. Let me 
bring you somewhere. I promise you’ll love it.” 

With that, Hammerhead walked past the desolate ruins of Divine Smithing 
Sect, leaving behind Greenoxen Peak and heading to another mountain. 
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Chapter 2468 Armored Beasts 

Kai, Flaxseed, and Zelda followed behind, with Zelda clinging to Kai closely. 

Along the way, Flaxseed’s mouth watered at the suggestive sight. 

Soon, they arrived at the foot of a towering mountain. Kai sensed a different 
aura emanating from within this mountain range, unlike the spiritual energy or 
the sword energy he had encountered before. 

Hammerhead noticed Kai’s odd demeanor and smiled slightly. “This is Ferric 
Mountain. It is rich with spirit ores at its core, and it was thanks to these spirit 
ores that Divine Smithing Sect was able to craft various divine weapons. 
Without these spirit ores, even with our superior smithing techniques, we 
would not be able to create divine weapons. As the saying goes, one can’t 
make bricks without straw. The spirit ores in Ferric Mountain are extremely 
difficult to mine. Even up until the leader of Divine Smithing Sect was captured 
by Fire Incineration Sect, we hadn’t been able to extract much. Otherwise, 
Divine Smithing Sect would have produced even more divine weapons,” 
Hammerhead explained as he led Kai and the others up Ferric Mountain. 

Soon, they reached a pitch-black mine entrance on Ferric Mountain. The 
entrance was enormous, and when standing there, the distinct aura became 
even more concentrated. 

Surrounding the entrance were scattered stones that were visibly different 
from the others. Each of these stones emitted a faint and various-colored light, 
albeit very weak. 

Kai picked up one of the stones casually, and a surge of energy entered his 
body, causing the stone’s light to dim, turning it into an ordinary stone. 



“These are spirit ores. Each type of spirit ore is unique and is required for 
smithing different divine weapons,” Hammerhead clarified. “The ores 
discarded here lack sufficient Smithing Force and are thus unsuitable for 
weapon crafting.” 

Kai observed the spirit ores. If they were brought to the mundane world, they 
would be incredibly valuable. However, in the eyes of Divine Smithing Sect, 
they were nothing but trash. 

Roar! 

Suddenly, a tremendous roar echoed from within the mine, startling Kai and 
the others. 

“D*mn, why are there demon beasts here?” Flaxseed exclaimed in surprise. 

Furrowing his brows, Kai realized that he had only sensed Smithing Force 
emanating from the spirit ores in the mine, not the presence of demon beasts. 

It would be dangerous to venture in without caution. 

Upon hearing the roar, a look of astonishment and delight flashed across 
Hammerhead’s eyes. “After more than ten years, there are still surviving 
armored beasts in the mine?” 

Having said that, Hammerhead rushed toward the mine urgently, followed 
closely by Kai and the others. 

Inside the mine, they spotted several figures lying on the ground not far from 
the entrance, wriggling. 

Roar! 

Another roar echoed inside the mine. 

After Hammerhead released several beams of light, Kai and the others finally 
managed to see clearly. There were several armored beasts lying on the 
ground, covered in scales. However, the once golden scales had now become 
dull and lackluster. 

These armored beasts were emaciated, and their auras extremely weak. The 
previous roar had likely exhausted their last remaining strength. 



Upon seeing the armored beasts before them, Kai and Flaxseed were 
stumped. 

Meanwhile, Hammerhead displayed a mixture of shock and tenderness, 
gently crouching down to stroke the head of one of the armored beasts. 

“After more than ten years, I can’t believe you guys are still alive. It’s a 
miracle, an absolute miracle!” 

Tears welled up in Hammerhead’s eyes. 

 


